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Congratulations!  

2016 Weight Loss Challenge 
Participants Lose a Total of 68 Pounds 

in 4 Weeks! 

Meet Our $440 Grand Prize Winner 

Kim Kauffman 
Kim lost a total of 16.2 pounds in 29 days! That’s an 8% 
weight loss!

We tasked Kim to share with us a few points that contributed to 
his successful weight loss. Here is what he had to say:

Consistency- This was one of the most important aspects of 
the weight loss. Being consistent day after day and simply 
characterizing himself as not wanting sugar-snacks, extra 
portions, alcohol, and increasing exercise. Your character very 
often times influences actions, so by associating yourself with a 
certain activity, or lack of it, helps make habit changing much 
easier. Try saying these two statements, for example: 1. "I can’t 
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Welcome! 

We would like to publicly 
welcome the new clients 
who became members of 
our fitness family this last 
month.  We wish you the 
best! 

Linda Christian 
Rhonda Fischer 
Sally Seaver 
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Athletes 
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have this Snickers bar, but I really want it." 2. "I can have this 
Snickers bar but I’m choosing not to eat it." Internally saying to 
yourself the second statement is much more powerful because it 
displays control and power. You are in control!

Commitment-Kim informed us that he was going to enter the 
weight loss challenge during our client appreciation party at the  
end of January. The more people you tell your goals to, the more 
likely you are to complete those goals. Tell everyone you can or 
trust and put in the work to succeed!

Results (‘snowball effect')-Coming in each week/workout and 
checking for weight loss results was also a confidence booster. It 
helped him realize that the consistent work was paying off. This 
method can sometimes be a let down because not everyone loses 
weight at the same rate, so solely relying on this method may be a 
let down. Stay consistent and the results will show up when they 
are ready.

No late night snacks or seconds- Kim always stayed 
consistent daily with his breakfast and lunch and he knew that 
around dinner time was the one time of the day where he 
consumed more calories than needed. This was the first diet 
adjustment he made. It was difficult at first for him, but after the 
first week, cutting out the late night junk and extra portions were 
second nature.

Increased exercise frequency- Increasing exercise 
frequency is a great way to increase metabolic rate and,therefore, 
burn more calories during the day. Using this method allows 
more of a calorie deficit at the end of the day. Kim strength-
trained twice a week with Brandon and tried to implement 
activity every day on his own (i.e. walking, running, elliptical, or 
circuit training).

Accountability- Each week Kim wrote down his daily food 
consumption for Brandon to total calories to make sure he was 
eating enough. Kim totaled 1300-1700 calories daily. This 
exercise allowed reflection on what had been eaten daily and 
allowed adjustments to be made if needed. 
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